CONTEST RULES

CBC’s Dream the Impossible (“Contest”)

From April 6, 2023 at 9 a.m. [EDT] to May 3, 2023 at 11.59 p.m. [EDT] (the “Project Submission Period”)

From June 19, 2023 at 9:00 a.m. [EDT] to July 9, 2023 at 11:59 p.m. [EDT] (the “Public Voting Period”)

collectively referred to as (the “Contest Period”)

Organized by
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (“CBC”)

and

Fédération des caisses Desjardins du Québec (the "Sponsor")
KPMG (the "Price Provider")

(hereinafter referred to as “Sponsor/Prize Provider”)

1. HOW TO ENTER

No purchase required. This Contest is open to Canadian residents only and is governed by Canadian law.

Phase 1:

To enter the Contest, simply visit https://cbc.ca/dream-the-impossible-contest (the "Website") and submit an entry form by naming a show on CBC Gem originals, available at https://gem.cbc.ca/collection/cbc-gem-originals-collection and submit a text of a maximum of 500 words in the text box during the Project Submission Period and click on the button to accept the Contest Rules for submitting your entry.
The text must present your existing project which aims to improve the well-being of young people and provide details as to the expenses related to the continuation of the project. The project submitted must fall within one of the following themes:

**EDUCATION**

Projects to help young people persevere and succeed in their studies.

**Examples:** Project that aims to help young people:

- with academic mentoring in an innovative way.
- to go back to school.
- to improve the lives of young people in the school or extracurricular environment.
- to make school accessible to young people with difficulties.

**EMPLOYMENT**

Projects that affect employment, whether in urban or remote areas.

**Examples:** Project that aims to:

- the integration of young people into employment (urban or regional, immigration, etc.).
- the integration of young people with employment difficulties.
- job sponsorship.

**ENVIRONMENT** Environmental projects involving sustainable development, environmental protection, recycling, recovery, environmental education, etc.

**Examples:** Project that aims to:

- to reduce the carbon footprint of his school or in his environment (community, company).
- the adoption of eco-responsible actions at school or in its environment (community, company).
ECONOMY AND FINANCE Projects that aim to improve the financial knowledge of young people or the development of the economic life of young people.

Examples: Project that aims to:

- educate young people financially.
- reduce housing costs.

HEALTH AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLE Projects that aimed at raising awareness and adopting healthy lifestyle habits (health, physical and mental well-being, diet, etc.).

Examples: Project that aims to:

- help young people who have eating, sleeping, anxiety or other disorders.
- help young people adopt healthy lifestyles.
- counter food insecurity in their school

EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION Social engagement projects that touch on equity, diversity and inclusion.

Examples: Project aimed at inclusion (diversity of gender, origin, disability, sexual orientation, etc.) in their school or workplace.

Phase 2:

To participate in Phase 2 of the Contest, simply visit the Website and submit an entry form by by naming a show on CBC Gem originals, available at https://gem.cbc.ca/collection/cbc-gem-originals-collection, and vote for the project you prefer among those presented on the Website during the Public Voting Period and click on the button to accept the Contest Rules to submit your entry.
Submission of an entry to the Contest signifies that you have read and agree to the Contest Rules. By submitting an entry to the Contest through the Website or any other electronic platform, you agree that the act of submitting the entry to the Contest is a binding form of your electronic signature, which you agree binds you to these Contest Rules.

Questions marked with an asterisk or otherwise indicated as mandatory are required to be eligible for the Contest. Answers to questions not marked with an asterisk on an entry form are appreciated, but not required to participate in the Contest.

To be valid, entries must be received no later than May 3, 2023 at 11:59 p.m. EDT for Phase 1 of the Contest, and July 9, 2023 at 11:59 p.m. EDT for Phase 2 of the Contest.

Limit of one entry per person during the Contest Period. For clarity, if a person participates in one stream, they cannot participate in the other stream. The same project cannot be submitted by more than one person. If you attempt or are suspected of attempting to enter more than the authorized amount, or use robotic, automatic, programmed or any other methods of participation not authorized by these Rules, it shall be deemed as tampering and will void your entries, votes or other results of such participation.

No submissions will be accepted after the above deadlines for any reason. Any entries received after the above deadlines will be void.

***THIS SECTION APPLIES ONLY IF YOU SUBMIT CONTENT AS PART OF THE CONTEST***

Your Entry

Your entry includes any and all content you contribute, post (text, photo, drawing, etc.), hashtag or otherwise submit in connection with the Contest.

You represent and warrant to CBC that you hold all of the required rights and authorizations to the content you submit to CBC. You have consent from any identifiable people appearing in your entry (including parental consent for minors) and all authorizations required to grant the license specified hereafter to CBC.

The following kind of content is prohibited:
a. Offensive and likely to expose an individual or a group of individuals to hatred or contempt on the basis of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age or mental or physical disability

b. Pornography, vulgarity, obscenity or sexually explicit content

c. Anything illegal

d. Hate speech

e. Threats, harassment

f. Threats or suggesting committing a criminal act

g. Profane, libellous, defamatory, threatening, insulting or promoting any activities that may be illegal, inappropriate, unsafe, dangerous, or socially irresponsible

h. Attempts to mobilise people for any purpose outside of a CBC event

i. When the Contest is hosted on social media platforms, anything that does not comply with the Terms of Service and Rules of such social media platforms

j. Infringement upon any person’s, entity’s or organization’s personal or proprietary rights, including but not limited to, intellectual property rights. For greater certainty, your entry may be ineligible (in CBC sole discretion) if it contains a third party’s copyright, trademarks or logos

k. Violates any law in Canada and/or

l. Defamatory, misrepresented or disparaging remarks about CBC/Sponsor/Prize Provider or any other company, brand or person or and of their products

Any entry deemed by CBC to be in violation of the above prohibitions or is otherwise inappropriate, will be disqualified by CBC in its sole and absolute discretion.

Your content should be no more than 500 words and in text format .doc or .docx or .pdf.

All content submitted to CBC will not be returned to you.
By submitting content to CBC in connection with this Contest, you grant CBC and Sponsor/Prize Provider a royalty-free, perpetual, non-exclusive, irrevocable, unrestricted, worldwide license to publish, reproduce and distribute the content in all media, on all platforms and by any other means of communication they control or authorize in connection with this Contest and CBC contest promotion. You waive all moral rights to the content when used for these purposes. You authorize CBC and Sponsor/Prize Provider to use your name, image and voice, in their sole discretion, in conjunction with the use of your entry. Collective agreement provisions may apply. The list of winner(s) and winning entry/ies may be posted on the CBC and Sponsor/Prize Provider platforms for an indefinite period after the close of the Contest.

***

***THIS SECTION ONLY APPLIES IF CBC HAS PROVIDED CONTENT FOR THIS CONTEST***

Use of CBC Content.

You may only use content that is provided on CBC’s Website specifically for use in this Contest ("CBC Content") and not any other content owned by the CBC or found on CBC’s Website. You may only copy and use the CBC Content to create and submit your entry and may not otherwise use, copy, modify, distribute, transmit, transfer, sell or exploit the CBC Content. You shall have no right, title or interest in the CBC Content, and will erase or destroy all copies of the CBC Content upon submission of your entry. CBC is entitled to terminate your right to access or use any or all of the CBC Content at any time. You irrevocably assign, transfer and abandon all of your right, title and interest in and to your entry to CBC. Accordingly, CBC has the exclusive right to implement and authorize any provision under any law pertaining to intellectual property, including without limitation, the right to protect in its own name, as owner and author, your entry and any of its derivatives under law. Further, you agree that you may not use your entry, except as specifically indicated in writing by CBC.

***

2. Eligibility

Entrants must reside in Canada and be between the ages of 18 and 30 as of the Contest opening date to participate in Phase 1 of the Contest.
Entrants must reside in Canada and have reached the age of majority in their province or territory of residence as of the Contest opening date to participate in Phase 2 of the Contest.

The following individuals are not eligible:

a. Employees of CBC, during the Contest Period;

b. CBC personalities on air anytime between the start of the Contest Period and up until the prize is awarded

c. Employees of Sponsor/Prize Provider and their respective affiliates;

d. Members of the Judging Panel; and

e. Any of the above persons’ immediate family (father/mother, brother/sister (including step brother/sister, half-brother/sister), son/daughter) and persons living under the same roof.

3. Procedure for awarding prizes

PHASE 1

After the Project Submission Period has ended, a panel of judges (the “Jury”), as described below, will review all eligible entries received during the Project Submission Period and select twenty (20) finalists based on following criteria:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECTION CRITERIA</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prize money will have a significant impact on the mission of the project (will reach more young people, more than one region, will allow to go further, etc.)
YOUR STORY OR THE PROJECT’S STORY 25%

The participant has an inspiring journey, a memorable story OR the story of the project has the potential to catch the attention of young people, media, etc.

SPIN-OFF 20%

The project has already benefited young people and the community.

MEETS A NEED 15%

The project responds to a need expressed by young people or the community or is related to an important concern of young people or the community.

QUALITY 5%

The project is well presented (quality of the text) and demonstrates the participant’s good ability to express themselves well.

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 10%

The project is done in collaboration with an NPO or a company.

The Jury will be made up of three (3) representatives of CBC and two (2) representatives of the Sponsor.
Then, a second Jury made up of two (2) representatives of CBC, two (2) representatives of the Sponsor and a representative of the Prize Provider, will select ten (10) grand finalists from among the twenty (20) finalists selected by the first Jury according to the criteria set out above.

Around May 22, 2023, a representative of CBC will contact each of the ten (10) grand finalists to agree on a date and appropriate arrangements for the filming by videoconference of a capsule dealing with their project and presenting a profile of this. Each profile and project of the top ten (10) finalists will be posted on the Website during the Public Voting Period and the public will be invited to vote during this period by completing the entry form on the Website. Each grand finalist must comply with the requirements and arrangements agreed to by CBC and make themselves available on the agreed date (i.e. between May 29 and June 2, 2023) for the filming of the capsule, otherwise the Jury may select a new grand finalist without compensation.

On July 10, 2023, the first grand finalist whose submitted project has accumulated the most votes will be declared the winner of the Phase 1 grand prize, subject to meeting all the conditions provided for in these Rules.

The two (2) grand finalists who have accumulated the most votes in 2nd and 3rd place will be declared winners of the Phase 1 secondary prize, subject to meeting all the conditions set out in these Rules.

In the event of a tie in the number of votes for the first three (3) positions or for the 2nd and 3rd ranks, a random draw will be made among these grand finalists to determine the position.

PHASE 2

A random draw will be conducted on July 10, 2023 among all eligible entries received during the Public Voting Period.

The first randomly selected entrant who correctly answers the question asked and correctly answers a mathematical skill-testing question will be declared the winner of the Phase 2 Grand Prize, subject to meeting all the conditions set out in these Rules.

Subsequently, the ten (10) entrants selected by lot who correctly answer the question asked and correctly answer a mathematical skill-testing question will be declared winners of the Phase 2 secondary prize, subject to fulfilling all the conditions set out in the Rules.
Selected potential winner(s) will be contacted using the telephone number, email or social media account provided on or used for entry and should claim their prize as instructed by CBC by no later than 5 days after the date and time they are initially contacted.

If a potential winner does not claim their prize within such time, incorrectly answers the mathematical skill-testing question (where applicable), declines the prize, or is otherwise found to be ineligible, the prize shall be forfeited and CBC has the right, at its sole discretion, to select another potential winner, even if the potential winner’s name has already been publicly announced; forfeited prizes will not be awarded.

You may be required to provide proof of your name/identity/age as requested by CBC in its sole discretion. If you fail to provide adequate proof you will be automatically disqualified from the Contest.

4. Description of prize(s)

PHASE 1

Grand Prize: (1)

A check for $10,000.

Secondary Prizes: (2)

A check for $5,000.

The approximate total value of all secondary prizes for the Phase 1 is: $10,000.

PHASE 2

Grand Prize: (1)

A check for $250

Secondary Prizes: (10)

A 3-month subscription to CBC GEM with an approximate total value of $18.
The approximate total value of all secondary prizes for Phase 2 is: $180

The approximate total value of all prizes is: $20,430

Where the prize or use of the prize involves travel, the winner and his/her travel companion, are responsible for obtaining a valid passport if applicable and/or other required travel documentation at their own expense. The winner and his/her travel companion must comply with all travel requirements, including country entry and health requirements. If the winner or his/her travel companion are unable to travel or use the prize because they lack proper documentation or have not complied with other requirements, the prize will be forfeited without compensation, and a new draw may be held. No compensation or prize substitution will be provided if the winner’s travel companion is unable to travel. Winner may be required by hotel to provide a valid credit card to cover incidental expenses.

The winner must be available to travel and/or use prize on the dates mentioned in the prize description. If the winner is unable to travel/use the prize on the designated dates, the prize will be forfeited without compensation and a new draw may be held.

5. **General rules**

5.1. To be declared a winner of a prize as a result of a random draw, the selected contestant must first correctly answer a mathematical skill-testing question.

5.2. By entering the Contest, you:

   a. declare you have read, agree to and have complied with the Contest Rules;

   b. declare you meet all criteria to enter the Contest and to accept and participate in the prize (if awarded);

   c. agree that subject to the accuracy of the response to the mathematical skill-testing question, if you are the winner of a prize, you agree to accept the prize as provided by CBC/Sponsor/Prize Provider;

   d. consent and agree that your name, city/province of residence, image, statements and/or voice and your entry may be shared with Sponsor/Prize Provider and may be used for promotional and other purposes related to this Contest free of charge by CBC/Sponsor/Prize Provider;
e. your heirs, your successors and your assigns, release CBC and any Sponsor/Prize Provider as well as its/their respective parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, consultants, agents, volunteers and employees (the “Contest Parties”) from all liability for any damages, compensatory, direct, incidental, consequential or otherwise arising from your participation in this Contest, the use of your entry, and from the awarding, acceptance or use of the prize (if awarded)

5.3. If the prize allows the winner to be accompanied by one or more people anyone accompanying the winner in connection with the prize shall sign a release agreeing that their name, image and/or voice may be used for advertising purposes related to this Contest free of charge, and releasing the Contest Parties from all liability for any damage or loss arising from use of the prize.

5.4. The prize shall be accepted as is and may not be exchanged or refunded for an amount of money, sold or transferred. No substitutions will be allowed. Any portion of a prize not used for any reason will be forfeited.

5.5. If the prize cannot be awarded as described in these Rules, the Contest Parties reserve the right to substitute a prize or prize component with another of comparable value, as determined in their sole discretion. In no event will CBC or Sponsor be liable for more than the stated number of prizes available to be awarded.

5.6. Refusal to accept the prize or a portion of the prize releases the Contest Parties from any obligation toward the winner with respect to that prize/portion of the prize.

5.7. In the event of a dispute or complaint regarding whether an entry contravenes the Contest Rules, entries will be deemed to have been submitted in accordance with the Contest Rules, by the authorized account holder of the account used to submit the applicable entry. You may be required to provide proof (in a form acceptable to CBC) that you are the authorized account holder of the account used to submit the applicable entry and, if applicable, that you have all necessary consents, permissions and/or licenses as required by these Contest Rules. If CBC determines (in its sole discretion) that an entry contravenes the Contest Rules, the entry will be automatically disqualified from the Contest.
5.8. The decisions of the CBC with respect to all aspects of this Contest are final and binding on all entrants without right of appeal, including, without limitation, any decisions regarding the eligibility/disqualification of entrants and/or entries.

5.9. CBC reserves the right to amend the Contest Rules or to terminate the Contest at any time without any liability to any contestant. Any amendments to these Contest Rules will be posted on the Website. Without limiting the foregoing, CBC reserves the right to, without prior notice, adjust any of the dates and/or time frames stipulated in these Contest Rules, to the extent necessary, as a result of any technical or other problems, or in light of any other circumstances which, in the opinion of the CBC, in its sole and absolute discretion, affect the proper administration of the Contest as contemplated in these Contest Rules, or for any other reason.

5.10. For the award of a prize by voting method, CBC reserves the right to cancel any vote deemed unlawful or illegitimate and to make adjustments accordingly in calculating the number of votes received by the participant.

5.11. The Contest Parties assume no liability for any loss, damage or injury, including without limitation: (i) lost, stolen, delayed, damaged, misdirected, late, destroyed, illegible or incomplete entries; (ii) loss, theft or damage to software or computer or telephone data, including any breach of privacy; (iii) fraudulent calls; (iv) inability of any person to participate in the Contest for any reason including but not limited to: mistaken addresses on mail or e-mail; technical, computer or telephone malfunctions or other problems with computer on-line systems, servers, access providers, computer equipment, or software; lost, late, incomplete, illegible, incomprehensible or misdirected entries; bugs, failures in services, hardware or software transmission failure or loss, delayed or corrupted data transmission; congestion on the internet or at any website, or any combination of the foregoing; (v) damage to any person's computer, including as a result of playing or downloading any material relating to the Contest; (vi) any delay or inability to act resulting from an event or situation beyond their control, including a strike, lockout or other labour dispute at their location or the locations of the organizations and businesses whose services are used to administer this Contest; (vii) prizes that are lost, damaged or misdirected during shipping; (viii) loss, damage, defects, or inability to use the prize once awarded to the winner for any reason whatsoever.
5.12. Social media or other platforms used for this Contest, and their respective parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, consultants, agents, volunteers and employees shall not be responsible for any damages, compensatory, direct, incidental, consequential or otherwise, with respect to or in any way arising from damages to participants occasioned by participating in the Contest or downloading any information associated with the Contest.

5.13. You agree that in your use of social media or other platforms for this Contest, including but not limited to chat areas, and the registration and use of social media accounts, user names or group names, you will not use obscene, libelous or slanderous language, or language which infringes upon a third party’s trademark, trade name or other intellectual property right or right to privacy.

5.14. Contestants found tampering with or abusing any aspect of this Contest, including but not limited to acting in violation of these Rules, attempting to participate in the Contest more than the maximum number of times allowed, acting with the intent to disrupt the normal operation of this Contest, as determined by CBC, will be disqualified. The discovery of any use of robotic, automatic, macro, programmed, third party or like methods to participate in the Contest will void any attempted participation effected by such methods and the disqualification of the contestant utilizing the same in CBC's sole and absolute discretion.

5.15. When the Contest Rules allow entry via Facebook, Twitter or any other social network, the terms of use of these social networks apply and the social network, as well as its directors and officers, assume no liability whatsoever in connection with the Contest.

5.16. CBC reserves the right to cancel or suspend this Contest in its sole discretion for any reason including but not limited to corruption of the security or proper administration of the Contest as a result of a bug, virus, tampering or other cause. Any attempt to deliberately damage any website or to undermine the legitimate operation of this Contest is a violation of criminal and civil laws. Should such an attempt be made, CBC reserves the right to seek remedies and damages to the fullest extent permitted by law, including criminal prosecution.
5.17. Personal information collected at the point of entry, such as your name, age and contact information, is collected by CBC and will be stored and used by CBC and the Sponsor/Prize Provider or their representatives solely for the purposes of administering this Contest as well as for any other purpose you may have opted into at the time of entry. By providing your personal information, you expressly consent to these terms. Please see CBC’s privacy policy at https://cbc.radio-canada.ca/en/vision/governance/corporate-policies/secretariat/protection. CBC is not responsible for the privacy policies of the Sponsor/Prize Provider or their representatives.

5.18. If the identity of a contestant is disputed, the authorized account holder of the e-mail address submitted at the time of entry will be deemed to be the contestant. The individual assigned to the e-mail address for the domain associated with the submitted e-mail address is considered the authorized account holder. A selected contestant may be required to provide proof that (s)he is the authorized account holder of the e-mail address associated with the selected entry. All entries must be submitted from a valid e-mail account that may be identified by reverse domain name search. The sole determinant of time for the purposes of receipt of a valid entry in this Contest will be the Contest server.

5.19. Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries. All entries that are incomplete, illegible, damaged, irregular, have been submitted through illicit means, using any robotic, automatic programmed method that artificially increases the odds of winning or do not conform to or satisfy any condition of the rules may be disqualified by the CBC. CBC is not responsible for any errors or omissions in printing or advertising this Contest.

5.20. In the event of any discrepancy or inconsistency between these Contest Rules and disclosures or other statements contained in any Contest-related materials, including, but not limited to: website and/or point of sale, television, print or online advertising; French version of these Contest Rules, and/or any instructions or interpretations of these Contest Rules given by any representative of CBC or the Sponsor/Prize Provider or the CBC Terms of Use, the terms and conditions of these Contest Rules shall prevail, govern and control to the fullest extent permitted by law.
5.21. The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of these Contest Rules shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision. In the event that any provision is determined to be invalid or otherwise unenforceable or illegal, these Contest Rules shall otherwise remain in effect and shall be construed in accordance with the terms as if such provision were not contained herein.

5.22. By entering, you agree to abide by the Contest Rules and the decisions of CBC, Sponsor/Prize Provider and/or the Judging Panel, which decisions are final and binding on all contestants. Additional conditions from the Sponsor/Prize Provider may apply.

5.23. The Contest shall be deemed to be entered into pursuant to, and your agreement to enter and abide by the rules of the Contest shall be construed, performed and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the Province of Ontario and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein. By your submission of the registration form you agree to attorn to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Ontario.

5.24. If you have any accessibility requirements or special needs in relation to this Contest, please contact the contest coordinator, as noted below.

30th March, 2023
Oluchi Nzeadibe
Associate Marketing Manager
oluchi.nzeadibe@cbc.ca

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION